One of Tanner’s former students, senior Professional Sales major Cihan Squires, agrees. Squires said he was learning about CRM software and different ways to apply the software in his coursework was the single most beneficial thing he took from the class.

“CRM SYSTEMS MAKE THE LIFE OF A SALESPERSON MUCH EASIER,” SQUIRES SAID. “THEY CAN LOOK BACK AND SEE ALL CONTACT THAT THEY HAVE HAD WITH CLIENTS, LOOK FOR TRENDS TO HELP THEM MEET CUSTOMER NEEDS AND KEEP CUSTOMERS HAPPY.

Because the course is dedicated to the topic of managing customer relationships, Squires was able to explore several types of software and learn to build a comprehensive database. He also implemented the CRM software's add-ons to improve his performance.

Squires added she would feel “ahead of the game” when she begins working full time next year in sales.

“I have already used the software, know shortcuts and will be able to input information to get the results I need out of the software quickly, the right before meeting with a client,” she said.

Learning how to use CRM systems and software is just one part of Tanner’s course. As mentioned previously, Tanner’s students also work in groups to write a case study based on the way an actual corporate or business organization approaches customer strategy and CRM strategy.

“In this class, they identify and attempt to solve strategic customer relationship issues for real organizations,” Tanner said. “They create these case studies on real organizations using real challenges and, when possible, working with management.

Squires worked with a group that wrote a case study on the McLean Company, and the group conducted online research about the company and interviewed a sales manager. For Squires, the process of writing the case was one of the most difficult yet most rewarding parts of Tanner’s course.

“Writing our own case was difficult, and I learned how to work in a group better,” she said. “The class in general really challenged me to think differently and how to approach situations from a management point of view.”

A classmate of Squires and fellow Professional Sales major, Luke Reichstein agreed. Reichstein’s group wrote a case study on Speedpark, a company that manufactures and sells athletic training equipment, based in Alhambra, Ga. Reichstein’s group was able to take an interactive approach to the research step of the project by visiting the company and meeting with executives and employees. This company engagement helped Reichstein better understand the importance of using customer relationship strategies on a regular basis.

“I was able to see how an effective CRM system can paint a picture of what a potential customer’s needs would be, which helps the salesperson narrow down search parameters for potential customers,” Reichstein said.

For Reichstein, Squires and several other students, taking Tanner’s course opened their eyes to the process of managing and nurturing customer relationships from a strategic standpoint.

“Customer service and sales are one in the same in my mind,” Reichstein said. “A salesperson’s job is to help the customer find the best product for their needs and help them utilize that product to its full potential, that is where CRM is so useful. This class helped me learn how to use the system and helped me learn to look at the type of system more strategically.”

Squires agreed, "I loved the class. It was a class that really challenged my thinking. That’s actually something I really enjoy about the pro sales major overall; they challenge us to come up with our own thoughts as opposed to memorizing and regurgitating facts. We had to contact a lot of professionals for our different assignments, which always helps to expand our network. Through the course’s interactive approach using CRM software and writing case studies, Tanner hopes the course will continue preparing students for their future careers.

“Given this course’s place in the curriculum, I hope students are able to take away a fairly sophisticated toolkit for the design and implementation of customer strategy, as well as an understanding of the theoretical foundation that underpins customer strategy so that they can adapt these tools and strategies to fit the contexts they find themselves facing,” Tanner said.